
 
 
Remezcla is a rapidly-growing digital media company covering Latino lifestyle and culture. What began as a                
blog in 2006 is now a thriving entertainment brand and authority leading the voice and perspective of young                  
bicultural millennials. Remezcla is seeking an ambitious and dedicated candidate with a passion for both               
content and pushing Latin culture forward.  
 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
 
Remezcla’s full-time Sports Editor will be an individual with interest in the community, culture, politics, and                
human dramas surrounding the sports most popular with Latinos (soccer, baseball, boxing, etc). This position               
will work with editorial staff on research, content creation and idea generation for our Sports section, as well                  
as assisting with management of freelance writers. The right candidates will inject their own personality into                
our editorial - we are looking for entertaining characters with a point of view. Our style is informal, but                   
informative. Witty, but not snarky.  
 
This will not be your average stats-driven sports editorial - we are looking to tell entertaining, docu-style                 
stories (think: 30 for 30). 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

● Pitch informed, entertaining concepts for video, feature articles and posts for our Sports section. 
● Identify and recruit a team of freelance sports writers covering major beats (soccer, boxing, baseball,               

basketball, etc.) 
● Help Remezcla develop its unique voice and value proposition in the crowded Sports media              

landscape.  
● Research and identify the stories of niche Latin American sports that are underreported in the U.S. 
● Assign, edit and post daily, high-visibility content that is optimized for shareability. 
● Grow Remezcla’s sports audience.  

REQUIREMENTS 

● Bachelor’s degree - Journalism or English preferred, but not required. 
● An entertaining and accessible voice that comes through in writing and the ability to tell sports stories                 

in a way that appeals across the board - these pieces will be for the sports aficionado and neophyte                   
alike. 

● Familiarity with Latino sports figures, fans, and culture. 
● Knowledge of Spanish (please note: our content is published in English only, but Spanish is often                

required to get the story). 

BENEFITS 

● Competitive Compensation 
● Travel and Entertainment Budget 

 

 
 



 
ABOUT REMEZCLA 
 
Remezcla is the only Hispanic media company in the U.S. that has cultivated an organic, grassroots appeal                 
with Hispanic millennials. Our unique publisher, entertainment, and agency platform provides digital and             
on-the-ground solutions for both audiences and advertisers. For more information visit www.remezcla.com 
 
CONTACT 
 
Submit a resume, a cover letter explaining why you’re the best candidate for the job, and samples of your                   
work to jobs [at] remezcla.com. Boilerplate cover letters will not be considered! Send something that shows us                 
your personality and voice, is specific about sports stories you’d like to see told, etc. 

 
 

*Remezcla is an equal opportunity employer, offering a great work environment, challenging career 
opportunities, professional training and competitive compensation. 

http://www.remezcla.com/
http://remezcla.com/

